Lee Miller, Photographer

13 Oct 2017. A model, a photographer, and an artist, Lee Miller's life was as vibrant and varied as the subjects of her work: sometimes beautiful, sometimes intriguing. This is based on the biography 'Lee Miller: Life and Art' which chronicles the compelling story of Lee Miller, the American photographer who captured the essence of the Surrealist movement in the 1930s and the impact of war on her life during World War II. Lee Miller was born in New York in 1907, the daughter of a photographer, and her mother's work as a model and muse for the Surrealists became a significant influence on her own career, from her early surrealist work and later portraits of art world figures to her sweeping Egyptian-inspired images.

Lee Miller's life was as extraordinary as her photos, with a career that spanned the worlds of fashion, art, and war photography. Her work as a photographer with her elegant, almost abstract scenes and portraits as well as her coverage of the Second World War, American photographer Lee Miller was a correspondent for Vogue. After D-Day, she followed the conquest of Denmark in May 1945 seen through the lens of American photographer Lee Miller. During the Second World War, Lee Miller was a woman in Hitler's bathtub - The Telegraph 21 Apr 2013. Lee Miller was a shape-shifter: a beautiful model with a brilliant Lee Miller: Lost images of the supermodel-turned-war photographer go on The Indestructible Lee Miller Celebrates a Daring Surrealist and The New York-born photographer, writer and legendary beauty Lee Miller had a remarkable career and life. Lee Miller: the model, the monster and the surrealist artist. In 1945, during the Second World War, American photographer Lee Miller was a correspondent for Vogue. After D-Day, she followed the conquest of Denmark in May 1945 seen through the lens of American photographer Lee Miller. During the Second World War, Lee Miller was a woman in Hitler's bathtub - The Telegraph 21 Apr 2013. Lee Miller was a shape-shifter: a beautiful model with a brilliant Lee Miller: Lost images of the supermodel-turned-war photographer go on The Indestructible Lee Miller Celebrates a Daring Surrealist and The New York-born photographer, writer and legendary beauty Lee Miller had a remarkable career and life. Lee Miller: the model, the monster and the surrealist artist. In 1945, during the Second World War, American photographer Lee Miller was a correspondent for Vogue. After D-Day, she followed the conquest of Denmark in May 1945 seen through the lens of American photographer Lee Miller. During the Second World War, Lee Miller was a woman in Hitler's bathtub - The Telegraph 21 Apr 2013. Lee Miller was a shape-shifter: a beautiful model with a brilliant Lee Miller: Lost images of the supermodel-turned-war photographer go on The Indestructible Lee Miller Celebrates a Daring Surrealist and The New York-born photographer, writer and legendary beauty Lee Miller had a remarkable career and life. Lee Miller: the model, the monster and the surrealist artist.